Behaviour & Safety Discussion 4th March 2015
Held between Mrs B. Paddey (chair of governors) and eight KS2 children
Q1: What do you think about the standards of behaviour in school?





Good; more good than bad
Teachers are strict but not too much so they are fair
Teachers give warnings when they see bad behaviour, but after one or two warnings it will
be marked on the board
No one runs in the corridors

Q2: What helps you behave well in school?







Dojo points
Rewards – it makes you try harder
If you behave well then you can get an end of term treat such as seeing a movie or an Easter
egg hunt
The chair and vice-chair of the school council
Playground leaders have been disbanded because there were not enough volunteers
because of difficult situations in the playground putting stress on the leaders
Prefer to have a democracy with everyone being able to give their views rather than a head
girl/boy

Q3: Do you feel safe in school?




Yes – everyone feels safe in school
Sometimes dogs come through the hedges and people follow to try and get their dog back
Happy about the new gates; stops people climbing over

Q4: How well do you think bullying is dealt with in school?







Sometimes someone gets picked on – a particular child was mentioned but the other
children all chimed in to say that this child had done some really bad things and brought it on
themselves
Would tell adults or teachers if there were a problem
We worry about snitching on others – not just tales but when a teacher needs to know
something important about someone
Mrs Cole deals with anyone who bullies others
People sometimes do things wrong but are dishonest in owning up to their actions

Q5: How do you keep yourself safe when you use a computer of iPad?





No social sites are allowed in school
Pupils are not allowed to post anything on the website in school although they may help a
teacher to post information
Sometimes people write things down on the iPads and then blame another class for writing it
Making sure you don’t talk to anyone on Sumdog (a maths website)

Q6: If someone said something horrible about you on Facebook or Snapchat, would you tell
someone?





We don’t use Facebook (all children)
If there were something horrible I would delete it and not let it bother me but if it happened
again I would talk to them about this
I would show someone I trusted
I would tell my parents and if they couldn’t stop it they would get the police

Beverley Paddey, Safeguarding Link Governor.

